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A thorough analysis of the arguments on which the famous Farkas lemma is 
based allows a precise algebraic description of the conditions under which results 
of this type can be established. Some further extensions of these results relating to 
matroid theory are indicated as well. 0 1992 Academic press, IX. 
FARKAS’ THEME 
Let L be a linear subspace of IX”+ ’ and let 
LL:= ((Y,, . . .) y,) E R”+llxoyo + . . * fx,y, = 0 
forall(x,,...,x,) EL} 
denote its orthogonal complement. Then, according to the famous Farkas 
lemma, which was proved by Gyula Farkas more than 80 years ago (cf. [F]) 
and since then has become one of the most important basic tools in convex 
analysis (cf. [StW, BaG]), there exists a vector a = (1, a,, . . . , a,) E L 
with a, 2 0 for all i = 1,. . . , n if and only if for every vector 
b = (b,, b,, . . . , b,) E Ll with b, = 1 there exists some i E (1,. , . , n} 
with bi < 0; that is, to put it more symmetrically, there exists (exclu- 
sively!) either a non-negative vector (a,, a,, . . . , a,) E L with a, = 1 or a 
nonnegative vector (b,, b,, . . . , b,J E Ll with b, = 1. The well-known 
straightforward inductive proof of this result is based on the following 
observations: 
. If for any subspace L E R”+ ’ we denote the contraction of the 
(n + 1)th component by 
L/n := ((AT,, . .., q-1) E [w”l(x, )..., x,-1,0) E L) 
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and the deletion by 
L \ n := {(x0 ,..., xnpl) E Wl(x, ,..., x,-~,x) EL for some x E W}, 
then 
(L \ n)*= L’/n (and, of course, (L/n)’ = Ll \n>. 
l If a,,&,. . .,a,-,, b,,-l 2 0 and either a, b 2 0 or a, b < 0, then 
1 + a, . b, + a.. +a,-, . b,-, + a . b Z 0. 
Indeed, if one assumes the Farkas lemma to hold for subspaces of R” and 
if there exists neither a vector (1, a,, . . . , ~1,~~) E L/n with ai 2 0 for 
i=l , . . . , n - 1 nor a vector (1, b,, . . . , b,-,) E L’-/n with b, 2 0 for 
i=l , . . . , n - 1 (otherwise we would be done), then there must exist 
(1, b,, . . . , b,-,) E (L/n)l= Ll \n and (1, a,, . . . , a,-,) E (L’/n)l = 
L \ n with a,, b,,. .., a,- t, b,,- i 2 0. Hence there exist a, b E 53 with 
(1, b 1, . . . , b, _ i, b) E L’ and (1, a,, . . . , a,, _ i, a) E L and, because 1 + 
a, . b, + *. . +a,-, . b,- i + a * b = 0, one must have either a > 0 and 
b < 0 or a < 0 and b > 0. 
It is worth noting that Farkas’ lemma can be reduced to elementary 
vectors, i.e., to those vectors which have minimal support relative to 
inclusion. By Rockafellar’s Composition Theorem 1 [RI every vector L is 
the conformal sum of finitely many elementary vectors and thus the 
following Minty colouring lemma [Ml is an easy consequence of the 
Farkas’ property: 
. For every partition E = R U G U B U W = (1,. . . , n f 11 into four 
sets (i.e., every element of E is coloured red, green, blue, or white) with 
1 E R u G, either there exists an elementary vector x E L with X, # 0, 
xR 2 0, xo _< 0, and x,.,, = 0 or there exists an elementary vector y E L’ 
such that y1 # 0, yR 2 0, yo I 0, and y, = 0 but not both. 
Indeed Minty’s lemma can be considered as the Farkas’ property of the 
linear spaces L \ W/B and LA/W \ B, where we reoriented all signs of 
all vectors with components in G. Since all directed graphs can be 
described by node-arc incidence matrices, the Minty colouring lemma [Ml 
for graphs may be interpreted as the Farkas’ lemma for linear spaces over 
GF[21. 
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VARIATION NUMBER I 
Of course, the same argument works and leads to the same result if [w is 
replaced by any ordered field K. It also holds if the condition that either 
the a,, . . . , a, in (1, a,, . . . , a,) E L or the b,, . . . , b, in (1, b,, . . . , b,) E 
L’ have to be non-negative is replaced by the condition that either the 
a,, . . *, a, or the b,, . . . , b, have to be contained in some subset A c K 
with 0 E A such that a,, b,, . . . , a,-,, b,-, E A, and either a, b E A or 
a, b E K \ A implies 
1 + a, . b, + . . * +a,-, . b,-, + a * b # 0. (1) 
To describe all such A we have to recall that a subring R c K is defined 
to be a valuation ring of K if for any x E K one has either x E R or 
x#Oand x-l E R (or both). Any such valuation ring is a local ring; that 
is, R contains a unique maximal ideal mR, formed by all non-units in R. 
Indeed, any subset McK with M=R*M:={r.mlrER,mEM} is 
necessarily an additive subgroup and therefore an R-submodule of K, 
sincem,,m,~Mandm,#O#m,impliesm,~m~’~Rorm2~m~1 
E R and, therefore in either case, 
So in particular, the set mR := {r E R (R * r # R} of all non-units in R 
which obviously contains every proper ideal in R is itself a proper ideal in 
R and hence the unique maximal ideal of R- Hence, associated to any 
such valuation ring R is its residue class field R := R/m, whose elements 
r + mR (r E R) will also be denoted by F. Using these concepts we can 
show: 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a subset of a field K with 0 E A. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent : 
. AsatisJies(l)foranynE~:={1,2,...};thatis,forany2.(n- 1) 
elements a,,b, ,..., a,-,,b,-, E A and any pair a, b of elements in K with 
either a, b E A or a, b E K \ A, one has 
1 + a, . b, + . * * +a,-, * b,-, + a . b f 0; 
. A satisfies (1) f orn = 2; thatis, foranyu,,b, ~Aandunya,b E K 
with either u, b E A or a, b E K \ A, one has 
1 + a, * b, + a * b # 0; 
. there exists a valuation ring R of K with an ordered residue class field 
Rsuch that A = {r E R/F 2 o} orA = (r E RlF I fi}. 
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Note that the case, considered originally by Farkas, is included in this 
statement: one just has to put R = R, in which case mR = 0; so R = R = [w 
is indeed an ordered field. 
Proof It is clear that the second assertion follows from the first one. It 
is also clear that for any A as described in the third assertion and all 
r = 1 + a, . b, + * *. +a,-, * b,-, + a . b 
with a,, b,, . . . , a,-,,b,-,EAanda,bEKonehasr#Oincasea,bE 
A, as well as in case a, b E K \ A: in the first case r is contained in R and 
its residue class f = i + 5, . z1 + 1. . + 5, _ , * b, _ i + Z * & is necessarily 
positive and therefore non-zero in i?, so in particular r # 0; in the second 
case one has necessarily a # 0 # b and a-‘, b-’ E R (otherwise a E mR 
c A or b E mR c A), so one has either a . b @ R and therefore r E R, so 
in particular r # 0; or one has a . b E R and, therefore, a = (a . b) * b-’ 
ER and b=a-’ . (a * b) E R, in which case ?i and b are well defined 
and negative; hence Z * b > 0 and therefore, again, as above, ? > 0 and 
hence r # 0. 
So it remains to show that the second assertion implies the third one. To 
this end we observe at first that for any a E K* := K \ (0) we have 
a EA = -a-l @A; (2) 
in particular, 
l~Ao-1GA. (3) 
Indeed, if b := -a-’ and a, = b, := 0 E A, then 1 + a, . b, + a * b = 0 
and therefore 
(~,~)EKV(A~U(K\A)‘)=AX(K\A)I~(K\A)XA. 
Next we observe that a,, b, E A implies (1 + a, . b,) . A = A; that is, 
A = ((1 + a, . b,) . ala E A}, (4) 
since for a E K* the identity 
1 + a,. b, + ((1 + a, - b,) . u) . (-a-‘) = 0, 
together with our assumptions, implies 
(1 + a1 * bl) *uEA= -a-‘EK\A~uEA. 
It follows that A is additively closed; that is, we have 
a,,b, EA *a, + b, EA. (5) 
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Otherwise, if a, + b, GA, then a, + b, # 0 and a := -(al + b,)-’ E A; 
hence 
b, = (a, + b, -a,) . (a, + b,)-’ * (aI + b,) 
= (1 + a, . a) * (a, + b,) @A, 
a contradiction. 
Now put 
and 
m = mA := {u EAJ -a EA} 
R = R, := {r E K(r * m c m}. 
Obviously, it follows from (5) that m is an additive subgroup of K, so R is 
a subring of K. Note that m C$ A since f 1 @ m by (3). We claim that 
fA c R and that for every x E K we either have x E m( G A G R!) or we 
have x # 0 and x-l E R. Indeed, without loss of generality we may 
assume that 1 E A, since A satisfies the second assertion if and only if -A 
satisfies this assertion, since mA = meA and since by (3) either 1 E A or 
-1 EA; that is, 1 E -A. 
Hence the first part of our claim follows from 
1 EA *A .A CA. (6) 
To prove (6) assume a, b E A. To show that a . b E A we may assume 
without loss of generality that a # 0 # b. If a - 1 E A, then 
a .b = (1 + 1. (a - 1)) *b EA 
by (4). Otherwise the identity 
(l+b.(-b-‘*a-‘)).u=u-WA, 
together with (4), implies -b-l * a -i GA and, therefore, a . b E A in 
view of (2). 
Now assume x E K \ m, that is, x G A or -x @A. Then x # 0 and 
x-l E -A c R or x-l = -(-xl-’ EA c R, so x-l E R in any case. 
In view of m 5 A c R and A + A c A, it follows in particular that R is 
a valuation ring in K, that m is its unique maximal ideal, consisting of all 
non-units in R, and that with x := (Z = a + m E R = R/mJu E A} we 
have A = {r E Rlf EAT as well as A+xcAand 
2 . x c A if 1 E A, 
--A if-1EA. 
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So it remains to show that in case 1 E A we have for any Y E R* = E \ (0) 
either Y E x or -i: E 2, but not both, to conclude that (in this case) we 
can indeed define an ordering “ I ” on R by 
so that A = {r E R IF 2 0) (while in case 1 @ A and therefore - 1 E A the 
corresponding result for -A shows that A = {r E R IT: I o} for an appro- 
priate ordering of ir>. Since {r, -Fj c x implies -+_r E A, that is, r E m 
and therefore r = 0, we have indeed {r, -F) p x for Y E R* = R \ {@. 
On the other hand, i: E R and F 4 x implies -? E AT since otherwise 
fr e A and therefore Tr-’ E A; that is, r-l E m, in contradiction to 
rER. 0 
VARIATION NUMBER 2 
Theorem 1 shows that the condition under which Farkas proved his 
lemma originally is not too far from the most general condition under 
which a result of this type can be established by the argument given above, 
at least as long as all the coefficients a,, . . . , a, of some vector a = 
(1, a r, . . . , a,> E L E K”+l or the coefficients b,, . . . , b,, of some vector 
b = (1, b,, . . . , b,) E L’- are required to be contained in one and the 
same subset A L K of K. The situation changes drastically if this require- 
ment is dropped. Indeed, the above argument for Farkas’ lemma easily 
yields that, for any family of subsets A,, . . . , A,, B,, . . . , B, of some field 
K, all containing the additively neutral element 0 E K, and for any 
subspace L c K”+l, one has (exclusively!) either a vector a = 
y: il, * * - 9 a,) E L with a, l Ai for all i = 1,. . . , n or a vector b = 
i, . . . , b,) E Ll with b, E Bi for all i = 1,. . . , rz, provided that for all 
m = l,..., IZ the following condition (F,> is satisfied: 
For all a, EA1,bl E& ,..., ~z,-i EA,-l,b,-l EB,-~, and a,b 
E K one has 
1 + a, - b, + .-* +a,-, 1 b,-, + a . b # 0 (Fm) 
in case aEA,,, and bEB, and in case aEK\A, and 
beK\B,. 
Hence a family A,, . . . , A,, G K of subsets of K will be called a Farkus 
family if 0 E A, f~ - * - n A, and there exist subsets B,, . . . , B, c K with 
0 E B, n --a n B, such that the family A,, . . . , A,, B,, . . . , B, satisfies 
(FJ for all m = 1,. . . ,r~ To construct such families, the following result 
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is of interest. Its second assertion shows in particular that the A, 
determine the B,,, (m = 1,. . . , n). 
THEOREM 2. AfamilyofsubsetsA, ,..., A,,B ,,..., B,cKwith 
OeA1n ** .f~A,nB,n~..nB, 
satisfies (F,) if and only if the following three assertions hold: 
(i) 0 @ C,-, := (1 + a, * b, + .. * +a,-, * bnellai E Ai, b, E Bi, 
i = l,..., n - l}, 
(ii) forallaEK*onehasaEA,o -a-‘EB,, 
(iii> the subgroup U,- 1 of the multiplicative group K” of K, generated 
by C,, -,, stabilizes A,,; that is, u E U,-, implies u . A,, = A,,. 
Proof. Assume at first that (FJ holds. Then 0 E A, n B,, implies 
1 + a, * b, + .a* +a,-, * b,-, 
= 1 + a, * b, + **a +a,-, * b,-, + 0 * 0 # 0 
for all a1 GA1 ,..., a,-, EAnml,bI E B, ,..., b,-, E B,-,. Similarly, 
OEAln .+a nA,-, n B, n ... n B,-, implies that for a E K* and 
b := -a-‘, that is 0 = 1 + a . b = 1 + 0. 0 + a*. +0 * 0 + a * b, one 
has neither a E A,, and b E B,, nor a E K \ A,, and b E K \ B,, hence 
either a E A,, and b E K \ B, or a E K \ A,, and b E B,; that is, 
“a E A, w -a-’ @ B,.” Finally, 
a, GA1 ,..., a,-, EA,-l,bl EBB ,..., b,-, EB,-~, 
u := 1 + a, . b, + *. . +a,-, * bn-l, a E K*, and b := (-a-‘) . U; that 
is, 
implies, as above, that a E A,, if and only if b $5 B, and therefore a E A,, 
if and only if -b-l = u-l * a E A,; that is, u-l *A, = A, as claimed. 
Vice versa, if (i), (ii), (iii) are fulfilled and if 
a, E A,, . . . , a,-,EA,-,,b,EB, ,..., b,-IEB,-l, 
u := 1 + a, * b, + .** +a,-, * bnel, 
and a, b E K, then u # 0 and the assumption 
1 + a, . b, + a** +a,-, * b,-, + a * b = 0, 
that is u + a . b = 0, implies a # 0 # b and a = u . (-b-l>; hence b E 
B, and, therefore, -b-l @A, implies a E u * (K \ A,) = K \ A,, while 
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b @ B, and, therefore, -b-l E A, implies a E u * A, = A,. So a E A, 
and b E B, or a E K \ A,, and b E K \ B, implies, indeed, 
1 + a, . b, + . * * +a,-, . b,-, + a . b # 0. q 
In consequence, we can construct inductively all Farkas families of 
subsets of K as follows: first choose an arbitrary subset A c K with 0 E A 
and put A, := A and let 
U, := (1 - a, . b;‘la, E A,, b, E K \ A,) I K* 
denote the subgroup of K*, generated by the elements in K” of the form 
1 - a, . b;’ with a, E A, and b, E K \ A,. 
Now assume that a Farkas family A,, . . . , A,- I of subsets of K has 
been constructed already and, as above, let U,-, denote the subgroup of 
the multiplicative group K* of K, generated by all elements in 
c n-l := (1 - a, * b;’ - . . * -a,-, * b;!,lai E Ai, bi E K \ Ai 
for i = 1, . . . , II - l} 
(note that 0 G Cn-i, since we assume A,, . . . , A,-, to be a Farkas 
family). Choose an arbitrary subset A’ G K with 0 E A’ and put 
A,, := U,-, *A’ = { u . a’lu E Un-1, a’ E A’}. 
Then, by the above theorem, the family A,, . . . , A, of subsets of K is a 
Farkas family and any such family can be constructed this way. 
The following remarks, partly an immediate consequence of the defini- 
tions, partly a consequence of Theorem 2, will be useful later on: 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that the family A,, . . . , A,, of subsets of K is a 
Farkas family. Then one can construct further Farkas families as follows: 
(i) For &lx,, . . . , x, E K, thefamilyA’, :=A, .xl,...,A:, :=A, ‘x, 
is a Farkas family. 
(ii> For all 1 I i, < i, < . . . 
A; := Aik is a Farkas family. 
< i, I n, the family A’, := Ai,, . . . , 
(iii) For all i = 1,. . . , n + 1, the family 
A; :=AI,..., A:_,:=Ai_l,A::=K,A:+l:=Ai ,..., A’,,+l:=A, 
is also a Farkas family. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf A,, A, is a Farkas family, then 
A, +A, LA, uA, 
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and, for a2 E A,, b, E B,, one has 
a,*b,*A, GA, or a,*b,E 1 +A,*B,. 
Finally, for x E K, one has 
x *A, GA, and B, .x cB, 
or 
xzo and x-l E -A, *B,. 
Proof. If a, E A,, a2 E A,, and a, + a2 E A,, then 
a, + a2 # 0, 
-(al + a2)-l E B,, 
a2(a1 + a2)-l = 1 + a, * (-(a, + a,)-‘) E 1 + A, . B, = C, G U,, 
and, therefore, 
a, + a2 = (a2 * (a, + a,)-‘)-’ * a2 E U, . A, = A,. 
Similarly, if a2 E A,, b, E B,, and a2 9 b, * a, PA, for some a, E A,, 
then a2, b,, a, # 0 and -a;’ * b;’ * a;’ E B,; hence 
l-b;l~a;l=l+a,~(-a;‘~b;‘*a;l)~l+A,*B,=C,~U,, 
b, - a;’ = b, . (1 - b;’ * a;*) E B, * U, = B 2’ 
and, therefore, 
a2. b, = 1 + a2. (b2 - a;l) E 1 + A, * B,. 
Finally, if x E K and if x . aI E A, for some a, E A, or b, . x +5 B, for 
some b, E B,, then x # 0 # a, and -a;’ *x-l E B, and, therefore, 
1 and, therefore as well, 
x -l= -(-x-l .b;')-b, E -A, 'B,. 0 
It seems worthwhile to note at this point that the well-known relation 
between separation theorems and the Farkas lemma remains valid also for 
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arbitrary Farkas families; that is, we have the following version of a 
separation theorem: 
THEOREM 3. Assume A,, . . . , A,, c K is a Farkas family of subsets of K, 
Put 
Bi := {0} u { -a-‘la E K \ Ai}, 
and assume that x,x,, . . . , x, are vectors in some K-vectorspace V. Then 
there exist (exclusively!) either ai E A i (i = 1, . . . , n) with 
x = a, . x1 + *. * +a, * x, or there exists a K-linear form h: V --) K with 
h(x) = - 1 and h(xi) E Bi for all i = 1,. . . , II. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that V is generated 
by x,x1,. . . ,xn: 
v= (x,x1 )...) XJ. 
Put 
L := ((x0, x1,. . . ) XJ E K”fllxo - x = x1 - x1 + - *. x, - XJ. 
If there exist a, E A,, . . . , a,, E A,, with (1, a,, . . . , a,) E L, we are done. 
Otherwise, by the above version of the Farkas lemma, there exist 
b, E B,, . . . , b,, E B, with (1, b,, . . . , b,) E Ll, in which case the homo- 
morphism 
A’: Kntl --j K: (x0,. . . , x,) ++ x0 + x1 * b, + . . * +x, * b, 
factors through the map 
K “+l + v: (xo,xl,...,x,) ++ -x0 * x + x1 . x1 + * *. +x, . x, 
whose kernel is L; hence, it induces a linear form A: V -+ K with 
and 
A(x) = /V(-l,O,...,O) = -1 
h(x,) = A’(0,. . .,O, l,O,. . .,O) = b,. 0 
Note that-as pointed out to us by E. Triesch-a standard argument 
from linear programming can be used to obtain the following, still more 
refined result: 
THEOREM 3’. Assume A,, . . . , A,, B,, . . . , B, c K are as in Theorem 3, 
assume r, s are non-negative integers with r f s = n and x,, . . . , x,,y,, . . . , yS 
are vectors in some K-vectorspace V, and let L denote a subspace of V. Then 
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there exist (exclusively) either a, E A,, . . . , a,, E A,, with 
i=l j=l 
or there exists some K-linear form A: V --) K with A(L) = 0 and 
h(x,) E 1 + Bi for i = 1,. . . , r and Abj) E B,+j for j = 1,. . . , S. 
ProoF By Theorem 2(i) both properties exclude each other. Put 
(x,,,...,x,) E K”+l 
Then there exist either a, E A,, . . . , a, E A, with (1, a,, . . . , a,) E L’, that 
is, with 
or there exist b, E B,, . . . , b,, E B,, with (1, b,, . . . , b,) E L’l. In the first 
case we are done. 
In the second case, the kernel of the linear map 
A’: K”+l + K: (xO,...,x,) * i ( bi + 1) * xi + 6 b,+j . x,+~ 
i=l j=l 
contains the kernel of the map 
a: K”+l + v: (xo,...,x,) - 
and hence A! can be lifted to a map h: V --+ K which annihilates L, 
because (Y(x,,, . . . , x,) E L implies <Cl=,xi, x1,. . . ,x,1 E L’ and thus 
X(x,, . . . , x,J = C;Jbi + l)xi + C;,lb,+j .x,+~ = 1 * (C;,ixJ + Cy=lbixi 
= 0 in view of (1, b,, . . , , b,) E L,‘* . Obviously, A maps xi onto 
x(o, 6li7 62i9 * * . 3 S,J = 1 + bi E 1 + Bi for i = 1,. . . , r and yj onto 
X(0, s I,r+jp *. .) 6 n,r+j) = b,+j E B,+j for j = 1,. . . , s. 0 
Remark. In [RI R. T. Rockafellar established another variant of the 
Farkas and Minty lemma which reads as follows: 
Assume K is a field, V is an n-dimensional vectorspace over K, and L 
is a subspace of V. Furthermore, assume A,, . . . , A, c K and consider 
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the following alternatives: 
(a) There exists some (a,, . . . , a,) E L with a, E Ai for i = 1,. . . , IZ. 
(b) There exists an elementary vector (b,, . . . , b,) E L’ with 0 4 
Cl,lbi * A, := {C;zlb, * ailai E Ai for i = 1,. . . , n). 
Clearly, (a) and (b) exclude each other. Moreover, by [R, Theorem 31 
exactly one of the alternatives holds if A,, . . . , A, are arbitrary intervals in 
an ordered field K. This result is formulated there only for K = R; 
however, as pointed out in [RI, the proof works also for an arbitrary 
ordered field K. 
To find all A,, . . . , A, c K, for which one of these alternatives always 
holds, appears to lead in another direction than we have followed so far. 
At least one can say the following: 
It is easily seen that one of the alternatives holds for arbitrary subsets 
A,, . . . , A, G K and subspaces L of V, if 12 E {1,2}. However, in the case 
n = 3 there are examples for which neither (a) nor (b) holds. 
EXAMPLE I. Assume K~, . . . . K~ are elements in an ordered field K 
with ~~ < K~+, for 1 I i I 5 and put 
A, := [Kl, K2] u {K3, Kg}, A, := [Kg, ‘%I ” h, ‘d 9 
A, := [KS, ‘%I ” h ‘d 3 L := K. (l,l, 1). 
Since A, n A, n A, = 0, alternative (a) cannot hold. 
Moreover, for every (b,, b,, -b, - b2) E L’ and a, E A,, u2 E A,, 
u3 E A, we have 
(b,,b,, -b, - b2) * ( al, $7 u3) = b, . (a, - u3) + b2. (a, - u3), 
and alternative (b) is violated also, which in case b, = 0 follows from 
A, n A, f 0; while in case b, # 0, we can trivially find a, E Ai for 
i = 1,2,3 with b,/b, = -(al - u3)/(u2 - us), where we may choose 
a, = KS, a2 = Kc, a3 E [Kg, Kg) for b,/b, 2 0, U, E (K1, K21, U2 = K2, U3 = 
K~ for - 1 I b,/b, < 0 and a, = ~3, u2 E (~3, K& u3 = K~ for b,/b, < 
- 1. 
In case K = R we have also the following: 
EXAMPLE II. Assume again that L := R * (l,l, 1) and Q,, Q2 are two 
proper subsets of &p with Q, u Q2 = 0. Then it is easily seen that 
A, := R \ Q,, A, := R \ Q2, and A, := Q violate (a) and (b). 
It seems an interesting problem to find necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for subsets A,, . . . , A, of a field K under which either alternative 
(a) or alternative (b) always holds. 
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VARIATION NUMBER 3 
Satisfying as the above Theorem 2 might look from a general algorith- 
mic point of view, it does not give much insight into the structure of the 
subsets A,, . . . , A, L K of K which may occur this way. The following 
result may therefore be helpful to get an idea as to what kind of subsets 
we may have to expect: 
THEOREM 4. Assume that for some subset A c K with 0 E A the family 
A, = A, := A, B, = B, = B := {O) u {-a-‘la E K \ A} satisfies (F2) 
(and therefore it satisfies (F,) as well; i.e., A,, A, is a Farkas family). Then 
there exists either some x E K* with A . x = x-’ * B, in which case A . x 
must be one of those subsets of K which have been described in Theorem 1, 
or there exists a valuation ring R of K such that A = R * A is an R-submod- 
de of K. 
vice versa, if R is a valuation ring of K and if A,, . . . , A,, are R-submod- 
ules of K, then the family A,, . . . , A,, is a Farkas family of subsets of K. 
Proof At first we prove the second assertion. So assume that R is a 
valuation ring of K and A,,. . . , A, are R-submodules of K. Let mR 
denote the unique maximal ideal contained in R. Then for 1 I i I n - 1, 
ai E Ai, and b, E K \ Ai, we have ai . b;’ E mR and thus 
Cl,-, = (1 - aI * b;’ - *. * -akpl * b;Il(ai E A,, b, E K \ Ai 
for i = l,..., k-l)cl+m,<R* 
for 2 I k _< n. This means A, c U,-, * A, 2 R* * A, = A, and thus 
U,-, *A, = A, for all such k. Therefore, A,, . . . , A,, is a Farkas family 
by Theorem 2. 
Now assume that A, = A, = A is a Farkas family. If A * x-l = x . B 
for some x E K*, then the family A; = A; = B; = B; := A . x-l of sub- 
sets of K satisfies, indeed, the second assertion of Theorem 1. In the 
general situation we use Corollary 2 of Theorem 2 to conclude that 
A+A=A,+A,cA,uA,=AuA=A, 
as well as 
A*B.A GA, 
the latter, because a E A = A,, b E B = B, implies 
a.b.A=a.b.A,cA,=A 
or 
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and, therefore, 
a*b*A=a.b*A,~U,*A,=A,=A. 
By symmetry, also 
holds. Finally, 
B-A-BGB 
x~lC*x*AcA or x#O and -x--l .A CA, 
since either x *A = x 1 A, c A, = A or --x-l E A, * B, and, therefore, 
--x-l .A CA .B .A CA. 
Hence 
Q(A) := {x E Klx *A GA} 
has the following properties: 
O,l E Q(A), 
Q(A) 4 Q(A) c Q(A), 
A.B GQ(A), 
XEK=+XEQ(A) or x#O and --x-l E Q(A). 
Hence 
M(A) := {ix E Q(A)1 --x E Q(A)} G Q(A) 
is an additive subgroup of K with 
*Q(A) *M(A) Of(A); 
that is f Q< A) is contained in the subring 
R := R(A) := { x E Klx * M(A) c M(A)} 
of K. Since 
XEK\R(A)GK\(Q(A)U-Q(A)) 
implies x # 0 and TX-’ E Q(A), that is, 
x-l E M(A) c Q(A) rR(A), 
the ring R(A) is a valuation ring of K and its maximal ideal m(A) := mRcaj 
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is contained in M(A). Let us now distinguish the two cases 
A-Bcm(A) 
and 
A*Bgm(A). 
In the first case we have necessarily R *A = A and B * R = B, in view 
of 
R = {0} U {x E K*(x-’ 4 m(A)} c (0) U {x E K*l -x-l @A . Bj 
c {x E K(x *A GA and B *x c B}, 
by the last assertion of Corollary 2 to Theorem 2. So A is necessarily an 
R-submodule of K, as claimed. 
In the second case we have u0 E A and b, E B with 
~,.~,E(A.B)\~(A)~Q(A) \m(A)cR(A) \m(A) 
and, therefore, a, f 0 # b, and b;’ * ai’ E R(A). In this case we have 
necessarily M(A) = m(A), since otherwise M(A) = R(A) and, therefore, 
Q(A) cR(A) =M(A) cQ(A>, 
that is Q(A) = R(A), hence 
4,’ = (-4,‘. u;‘) * a, E R(A) *A = Q(A) *A cA 
in contradiction to 1 + c-b,‘) . b, = 0. Hence, 
a,-bo E (A .B) \ m(A) zQ(A) \M(A) 
and, therefore, 
-u,~,EK\Q(A)~K\(A*B), 
so -a, 6Z A, that is a;’ E B, and, finally, 
A~u,‘=u,~u,‘~A~a,l~u,~B~A~B~u,~B 
=a o. B . a,. a;’ GA . B *A . ai1 cA . a;‘, 
that is, A * a;’ = a, * B. So, indeed, Theorem 1 applies in this second 
case and shows that A = Q(A) . a, and B = a,’ . Q(A) = b, * Q(A). 0 
Remark. Instead of reducing the second case to Theorem 1, one may 
also proceed directly in this case, thereby deriving a new proof of Theorem 
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1 as a corollary to Theorem 2: since m(A) = M(A) = Q(A) n ( - Q(A)) 
s Q(A) s R(A) and Q(A) i Q(A) c Q(A), it is enough to observe that 
Q(A) u (-Q(A)) = R(A) in view of 
x E R(A) ’ Q(A) ax ER(A)* :=R(A) \ m(A) and 
-x--l E Q(A) \M(A) 
- x-l G Q(A) * -x E Q(A), 
- - 
to conclude that Q(A) c R(A) = R(A)/m(A) is the domain of non-nega- 
tive elements for some ordering of the residue class field R(A) of R(A) 
and that Q(A) is its preimage, which in turn implies A = Q(A) * a, and 
B = b, * Q(A) = a;’ . Q(A) as claimed. 
COROLLARY 1. ZfasubsetA~KofKwithOEAsutisfies(l-a*b-’) 
~A=Aforalla~Aandb~K\A,thenQ(A):=(x~K~x~A~A}is 
either a valuation ring of K or it consists of all those elements r in some 
valuation ring R of K with an ordered residue class field R whose residue 
classes i: E R are non-negative with respect to this ordering. 
Proof. Since by Theorem 2 the subset A of K satisfies the above 
condition if and only if the family A, := A, := A is a Farkas family, this is 
essentially a restatement of Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf AI,..., A,, c K is a family of subsets of K with 
0 EAT n ..- VIA,, if (1 -a *b-‘)*A, =A, for all a EA, and b E 
K \ A,, and if (as in the proof of Theorem 4) we put 
Q = Q(4) := { x E Klx *A, G A,), 
M=M(A,) := Q n (-Q), 
R = R( A,) := { XEK(X+MCM), 
then our family of subsets of K is a Farkas family, if and only if R is a 
valuation ring of K and there exists a (unique) partition (1,. , . , n) = 
{i,, . . . , ik) Uljl,..., j,) with i, < $ < . . * < i,, a Farkas family 
A’,,..., Ai E R of subsets of R with (0) f A: + R, for K = 1,. . . , k, and 
elements at,. . . , ak E K* such that R * AjA = AjA for h = 1,. . . ,l, while for 
each K = l,...,konehas 
AiN = {U E Kla . aK E R and a . uK E A:}. 
Moreover, if n = i, , then Q c R is the domain of non-negative elements in 
R for some ordering of R, each AK is necessarily an interval with respect to 
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this ordering, i.e., it satisfies 
as5_<z and a,c EAL implies 6 EA: 
and 
Ai = a or A; = -G. 
Proof: Assume, at first, that A,, . . . , A, is a Farkas family. It follows 
from the proof of Theorem 4 that R is a valuation ring containing Q. 
Hence, for any i = 1,. . . , IZ, we have 
1 - ab-’ E Q 17 Q-’ c R* = R \ mR (7) 
for all a E Ai and b E K \ Ai. If R * Ai = Ai we put the index i among 
the {il, . . . , j/l. 
Assume 1 I i, < *OS < i, I it with {iI, . . . , ik) = (1,. . . , n} \ 
{.i l,. . . , j,). For each K = 1,. . . , k there exists by definition some b, E Ail 
and some r E R with r * b, 9 AjK; in particular, b, # 0. Since m E mR 
and a E AiN implies m * a E Ai,, smce otherwise m * a # 0 and 
m-l = 1 - (1 - m-‘) = 1 - (1 - a. (m * a)-‘) E 1 - R” 5 R 
by (7) in contradiction to m E mR, we obtain mR . Air 5 R * Ai and, 
therefore, b, G mR * AiK; that is, R * AiN = R . 6,. Hence Ail * b,,Ti G R. 
Put uK := b;’ and A: := {aa,la E Ai) c R and note that, indeed, Air = 
{a~K~u~u,~Randu~u~~A’,J,sinceu~u,~Randa~a,=a’~u, 
+ m for some m E mR and a’ E Ail implies a E Ai I( : in case a . uK E mR, 
we obtain a E Ail from 
a = (u * a,) * b, E mR * b, c Ai , r 
while in case a * u, @ mR, the relation 
1 - a’. u-l = 1 - a’. aK. (a . a,)-l = 1 - (a . aK - m) * (a f a,)-’ 
= 1 - 1 + m * (a * uK)-l = m * (a * aK)-l E mR 
implies a E AiK, in view of (7). 
It is easy to see now that A\, . . . , Ai must be a Farkas family of subsets 
of R with (0) # A: # E for all K = 1, . . . , k and that, vice versa, starting 
from any such Farkas family A’,, . . . , A;, we can construct a Farkas family 
A t, . , . , A, of subsets of K in the way described in the corollary. Finally, if 
i, = n and therefore A,, = Q(A) . b, with Q(A) = {r E R If 2 0) for some 
appropriate ordering of R, we necessarily have 1 - ab-‘> 0 for all 
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u E Ai a$ b E K \ Ai _and, therefore, ? - a * z-’ > 0 for all a E AX 
andbER\A:,soC<b<zandt,zEAKimplies&EA:anywayin 
case $ = “, but as well in case 5 > 0, in view of 1 - ? 9 z-’ s 0, and in 
caseb<O,inviewofi-5.%‘50. 0 
Remark. We could obtain even more complete results in case it could 
be shown that for any subset A c_ K with 0 E A the subgroup U of 
K”, generated by all elements of the form 1 - ab-’ with a E A and 
b E K \ A, is always either the group R” or the group 1 + mR of 
elements of the form 1 + m with m E mR for some arbitrary valuation 
ring R of K or the group of elements r E R with i: > 0 for some valuation 
ring R of K with an appropriately ordered residue class field R. It 
appears to be an interesting question whether this holds for all or at least 
for some fields K-it definitely holds for trivial reasons for all finite fields. 
As a further consequence we want to point out that for every i, E 
11,. . . , nl and every interval I(= (a, p) or [a, p] or ((w, PI or [LX, ~3) with 
cu~(--)U[Wand/3~[WU{~})withO~ZandeverysubspaceL~[W”+’ 
there exists either some (1, a,, . . . , 
i E {l,..., 
a,> E L with a,” E Z and ui 2 0 for 
n) \ {i,J or some (1, b,, . .., b,) E L’ with bio E J := {O} U 
lx E Iw*l - x-l e Z} and b, 1 0 for i E 11,. . . , n} \ Ii,}. Moreover, for 
every vectorspace I/ over a valuated field K with valuation ring R and 
&Xl,..., x, E V there exist either r,, . . . , r,, E R with x = Cyz=,ri . xi or a 
homomorphism A: I/ + K with A(x) E R* and A(xi) E mR (i = 1,. . . , n). 
VARIATION NUMBER 4 
In the above analysis we have been very careful never to use the 
commutativity of the multiplication of K. Hence all the above results hold 
also in case K is a division algebra and L is a left K-subspace of K” in 
which case Ll is a right K-subspace of K”. 
INTERLUDE 
The above analysis appears to be somewhat related to the considera- 
tions presented in [DG, Drl]. In [DGI J. Diller and J. Grenzdorffer 
observed that some kind of abstract convexity theory for subsets of a 
projective space over a field K-vaguely related to the abstract convexity 
theory for subspaces of K”+’ which could be based on our algebraic 
generalizations of the Farkas Lemma-can be developed relative to any 
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subgroup U of the multiplicative group K* which satisfies the condition 
U*x+U*y=U*(x+y) forallx,yEKwithOPU.x+U*y, 
PG) 
that is, 
aEU,beU* (a -b) * (a - l)-’ E U, PG’) 
while in [Drl] it was shown that U I K* satisfies (DG) if and only if U is 
one of the groups described above in the last remark to Variation Number 
3, that is, if and only if there exists a valuation ring R of K such that 
either U = R* = R \ mR or U = 1 + mR I R* or U = {r E RI! > 0) for 
some ordering of the residue class field R of R.’ Indeed, we can use 
Theorem 4 to deduce anew the result, proved in [Drl]: Put 
A=A(U):={ aEKIl+a*uEUforallu-EU} 
and note that (DG) implies A = (17 - 1) \ (- U). Then 
v-A =A for all v E U, 
since u, u E U and a E A implies 
(8) 
1 + u. a. u = v * (1 f a * 2.4 * v) * up1 E U. 
Similarly, a E A, and b E K \ A, that is, 1 + b . u. G U for some ua E U, 
implies 
1 - a * b-’ = ((1 + b * uo) - (1 + a * u,)) . ((1 + b. uo) - l)-’ E U, 
in view of (DG’) and, therefore, 
(1 - a * b-l) *A = A. 
So we may apply Corollary 1 to Theorem 4 to conclude that the set 
Q = Q(A) := { x E K/x . A L A) which contains U by (8) is either equal to 
a valuation ring R of K or it is equal to the set {r E RJi; r 0) for some 
valuation ring R of K with an ordered residue class field R and, 
therefore, U 5 Q(A) L R, that is, U I R* in any case. It follows that 
mR cA CR, since m E mR implies either m = 0 and then, of course, 
1 + m * u = 1 E U for all u E U or m # 0 and m-’ E R, hence 
‘Hence the problem, mentioned above, can be rephrased as follows: does U . x + U y  = 
U. (x + y) hold for all x, y  E K with 0 +? 17. x + U. y  and for all subgroups U of K* 
which are generated by all expressions of the form 1 - ab-’ with a E A and b E K \ A for 
some set A G K with 0 E A? 
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-u-1. m-1 P Q(A) for all u E U c R*, so for any such u E U one has 
.-u-l. m-1. a $#A 
for some a E A and, therefore, also 
Since - 1 GA we have A # R and, therefore, either A = mR and Q(4) 
= R or A = Q(A) = {r E R (F 2 O} for some appropriate ordering of R. 
In the second case, 
implies U = {r E R Ii: > 6} which is one of the permitted alternatives. 
Otherwise. 
A=m,=(U-l)\(-U),thatis,U-lcm,u(-U), 
implies either U = 1 + mR, another one of the permitted alternatives, or 
otherwise z.q, - 1 E mR for some u0 E U and, therefore, u0 - 1 = -uO 
for some u,, E U which in turn implies 
ug = 1 - 2.40 = 240 . (~4;’ - 1) E (~4~. (mR U (-U))) \ mR c -U, 
that is, u0 E U n (- U), and therefore U = - U. In this case we want to 
show that U = R*. To this end we observe at first that 
R’:=mRUU=mRU(-II) 
is a subring of R. Indeed R’ * R’ G R’, 1 E R’, and also 
R’-R’=(U-U)u(U-m,)u(m,-U)u(m,-m,)cR’, 
since 
mR-mR=mR, 
U-m,=U+A=U.(l+A)cU.U=U, 
mR -U=-(U-m,)c-U=U, 
and 
U-U=U.(U-l)cU.(m,U(-U))=m,U(-U)=R’. 
If there were some x E R* \ U = R \ R’ the relation 0 CC U . x + U * 1 
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(that is, U * x # - LJ = U) would imply 
u,*x+l=w(x+l) 
for some w  E U; hence 
(u,-w)*x=w-1ER’ 
and therefore u0 - w  @ U, hence u0 - w  E mR and therefore 
w-l=((~~-w)~~Em~~R=m~, 
so 
u. = 1 - u0 = (1 - w) + (w - uO) E mR, 
a contradiction. Hence U = R* in this case as claimed. 0 
VARIATION NUMBER 5 
Finally, we want to modify the condition that we work with linear 
subspaces over some field K. Instead we want to work with matroids over 
appropriately specified domains of coefficients. Let U be a subgroup of 
the multiplicative group K* of some field K and let K/U = {x * Ulx E K} 
denote the set of cosets of U in K, including the coset 0 := 10) = 0 * U. 
For any map x: 10,. . . , n} + K/II: i - xi let 
supp(x) := (i E{O,...,n]Jxi # 0) 
denote its support and define two maps x: 10,. . . , n} + K/U: i c+ xi and 
y: {O, . . . , n} --) K/U: i +B yi to be orthogonal, if 
0 E x0 - y. + x1 * y1 + . ’ * +x, * y,, 
that is, if there exist a, E x0, b, E y,,, . . . , a, E x,, b,, E y, with 
O=a,.b,+ e-e +a;b,, 
in which case we write x I y. For any set Jc (K/U )t”, ’ ‘) of maps from 
10, *. a, n} in K/U, define 
lL := [y E ( K/U)‘“‘...‘“‘lx I y for all x E 2’) 
and note that 
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implies 
and, therefore, 
Define a family of subsets A,, . . . , A, c K/U to be a Farkas family, if the 
corresponding family A, := {x E K(x * U E A,), . . . , in := (X E KJx * U 
E A,} of subsets of K is a Farkas family of subsets of K and define 
A,, . . . , A,, to be a trivial Farkas family, if for all i = 1,. . . , IZ we have 
either Ai = (0) or Ai = K/U. Finally, for any 1~ (K/U)ro,.“*“) let 
751:= {c G { 0,. . . , n) ]C # 0, there exists x E J with C = supp(x) 
and no x E 1 with 0 2 supp(x) $ C} 
denote the set of minimal, non-empty supports of the (non-zero) maps in 
.J. Then the following holds: 
THEOREM 5. Assume U I K* satisfies the condition (DG), discussed 
above, and assume that .Jc (K/U)(‘*..‘*“) satisfies -&‘I L = 1. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent : 
(i) For any Farkas family A,, . . . , A,, c K/U and for any permuta- 
tion r of (0,. . . , n} there exists (exclusively!) either some a = (ao, . . . , a,) 
in .J with aWCoj = U and a,.,(,) E Ai for i = 1,. . . , n or there exists some 
b = (b,, . . ., b,) in 2’ with bVCoj 
(a E (K/U) \ Ai} for i = 1,. . . , n. 
= U and bVCij E Bi := (0) U {-a-’ 
(ii) For any trivial Farkas family A,, . . . , A,, the condition (i) holds. 
(iii) s?/ is the family of circuits of a matroid M = MC&‘), defined on 
IO, *. . , n}, and +ZJL is the family of circuits of the dual M* of M. 
(iv) 2 represents a matroid with coeficients in the “fuzzy ring” 
9(K)‘/ of all U-invariant subsets of K as defined in [Dr2]. 
Proof It is trivial that (i) implies (ii). Now assume that (ii) holds and 
choose C,, C, E -6”, i E C, n C,, j E C, \ C, and a,, a2 E 2 with 
supp(a,) = C, and supp(a,) = C,. Let us show first that there exists some 
a = (ao, . . . , a,,) E A’ with j E supp(a) z (C, U C,) \ {i}. Choose some 
permutation r of (0, . . . , n} with a(0) = j and consider the trivial Farkas 
family A,,..., A,, defined by A, := K/U if r(k) E (C, U C,> \ {i} and 
A, := (0) otherwise, k = 1,. . . , n. 
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If there exists no a = (a,, . . . , a,) EJ with j E supp(a) L (C, U C,) \ 
{i) then there exists in particular no a = (q,, . . . , a,> E -5 with a,(,) = U 
and %(k) EAT fork = l,..., n. Hence, by assumption, there exists some 
b = (b,, . . . , b,) E -8’ with bj = b,+,) = U and back) = 0 for k E 
11, *. . , n) and r(k) E (C, U C,) \ (i). 
Since a2 I b and supp(a,) f~ supp(b) c (i) we obtain i @ supp(b), that 
is, bi = 0 in contradiction to a, I b. Hence &‘& is indeed the family of 
circuits of some matroid M = M-L?, defined on (0,. . . , n). 
Since our assumptions in (ii) are symmetric with respect to -8 and 
2’ , the same holds for 1’ . 
It remains to show that ML-8 and MC-8 ‘> are dual to each other, 
that is, C E 6?J if and only if it is a minimal non-empty subset of (0,. . , , n) 
with #(C n C’> # 1 for all C’ E -&?Y1. Indeed, if C E dJ, say C = 
supp(a) for some a E -8, and if C’ E 8YL , that is C’ = supp(b) for some 
bEc..l*, then a I b implies, indeed, #(C n C’> # 1. 
Vice versa, if C c (0,. . . , n) is a minimal, non-empty subset of 
to, 1, * * * , n) with #(C n C’) # 1 for all C’ E G”L and if, say, 0 E C, then 
we may consider the trivial Farkas family A,, . . . , A, defined by A, = K/U 
if k E C and A, = (0) otherwise (k = 1,. . . , n). If there exists a = 
(a ,,, . . . , a,) E 1 with a, = U and ak E A, for k = 1,. . . , n, that is, with 
0 # supp(a) c C then necessarily C = supp(a) E #J. 
Otherwise our assumption implies the existence of some b E -8 L with 
0 E C’ := supp(b) c (0) u ((1,. . , , n) \ C). Assuming that we have cho- 
sen b E.-/I so that supp(b) is minimal with respect to these properties 
we necessarily have C’ E 4”L in contradiction to #(C n C’> = 1. Hence 
(ii) implies (iii>. 
Now assume (iii) to hold. In view of [Dr2, Lemma 3.21 it is enough to 
show that for any map a: (0, . . . , n) + .9(Kj”: i ++ ai with 0 e ai for 
some i E (O,..., n) and a I b for all b E 1’ (that is, 0 E a, * b, 
+ .** +a, * b,, for all b = (b,, . . . , b,) E .J ‘) there exists some a’ E 1 
with i E supp(a’) L supp(a) := (j E (0,. . . , n)laj # 0). It follows from (iii> 
and from standard matroid theory that for any j E supp(a) in the M*-flat 
(nu*, generated by the complement X := (0,. . . , n) \ supp(a) of 
supp(a), there exists some b E 2 L with j E supp(b) E (j) U X, so a I b 
implies 0 E aj. Hence i 6S (X jM * and so there exists an M*-hyperplane 
H* c (0,. . . , n) with i E H* and (X>,* L H*. Finally, since (0,. . . , n) \ 
H* E 6” there exists some a’ E J with supp(a’) = (0,. . . , n) \ H* and 
therefore, indeed, i E supp(a’) c supp(a). 
Note that so far we have not used that U satisfies (DG). So all 
implications proved so far hold in full generality for arbitrary subgroups 
U G K*. It follows also from [Dr2] that (iv) implies (iii) and therefore is 
equivalent to (iii) for every subgroup U s K *. To prove that (iv> implies (i) 
we will finally have to use our assumption (DG). We will rely, of course, on 
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the standard inductive approach to Farkas’ lemma, outlined in the begin- 
ning. Hence, all we need to prove is the following: 
LEMMA. If U G K* and if -fc W/U)‘“*...~“) satisfies l= 2’ L and 
represents a matroid with coeficients in S(K)“, then the same holds for 
J/n := ((x0 ,..., x,-~) E(K/U)“‘...‘“-“I(X, ,..., xn-,,O) E.-l) 
and for 
J\ n := (xo,...,X,-l) E(K/U)(“‘.“‘“-l’I(Xo,...,X~-l,x) Ed 
( 
for some x E K/U) 
and one has (J//n)‘= -8” \n and (.J\ n>‘= (-8” \n)l = 
(AL/n)’ L = l’/n. 
Proof. It follows from [Dr2, Theorem 5.61-again without any assump- 
tion on U-that J/n and J\ n present matroids with coefficients in 
9(Kj”‘, defined on (0, . . . , n - l), which are dual to the matroid, pre- 
sented by -8 ’ \ n and 2 I/n, respectively. Hence, all we need to prove 
is that (l/n)’ = 1’ \n and that (J\ n)’ = 1 l/n. Obviously, 
2YL \n C (2$/n)’ and 1 I/n c (-A n)’ . To prove the converse 
assume 
and 
b = (b,,,..., 4-l) E C-GW 
c = (co,. . .) cnel) E (l\ n)’ . 
Since 0 E ao*co + .a. +a,-, *c,-i for all (a,,...,a,-,,a,) EJ we 
also have (co,. . . , c, -i, 0) E J* and therefore indeed, c E -8 l/n. 
If, also, OEa,-b,+ ..* +a,-l-b,-l for all (a, ,..., a,-,,a,)EJ 
and not only for those (a,, . . . , a,-,, a,> E A’ with a,, = 0, we also have 
(b,, . . . , b,-l, 0) E -8’ and, therefore, (b,, . . . , b,-,) E .J ‘/n c 
A’ ’ \n. Otherwise, there exists a’ = (ah, . . . , a’,-,, a’,> E -8 with 0 @ a; * 
b, + * *. +a’,-, * b,-, and, therefore, necessarily ai # 0. It now follows 
from (DG) and from the derived explicit description of all U I K* 
satisfying (DG) (or by some easy, but slightly tricky exercise, cf. [DrWel, 
Lemma 2.14]), that for all xi,. . . , x, E K with 0 E Ux, + 1. . + Ux,, one 
has 
Hence 
ux, + a** + ux, = U( x1 + *. . +x,). 
ah. b, + .a* +a’,-, . b,-, = U-x 
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for some x E K*, so we obtain 
0 E a; - b, + . . . +a’,-, . b,-, + u:, . b, 
with 
b, := eu’,-’ . l5J.X EK*/U. 
We claim that (b,, . . . , b,, _ 1, b,) E 2 ’ which, of course, will imply 
b = (b,, . . . , b,-,I E -&‘I \n, as claimed. Choose a = (a,, . . . , a,) E J 
arbitrarily. If a, = 0, then (a,, . . . , a,- ,) E A/n and, therefore, 0 E a, * 
b, + .*a +a,-, . b,-, = a,. b, + 0.. +a,-, . b,-, + a,,. b,. If a, f 0, 
we form the map 
aoa’: (O,...,n) --f 9(K)‘: 
i-, 
i 
4 . ui - a, * a; for i = O,...,IZ - I 
0 for i = II. 
From [Dr2, Lemma 3.21 we know that a A na’ I y for all y E J’ 1 . Hence 
the restriction d of a A,a’ to (0,. . , , n - 1) is orthogonal to 1 1 \n. 
Since b is by assumption orthogonal to J/n we may now invoke a basic 
result concerning matroids with coefficients in LYE with II as above, 
namely Theorem 2.11 in [DrWel], to conclude that d is orthogonal to b, 
that is, that 
0 E (a’, . a, - a, + a;) * b, + * a. +(a’, . a,-, - a, . u’,pl) * b,-,. 
Hence 
0 E u; . (a,. b, + . . . +u,wl . b,-,) - a, . (ub * b, + . + * +a;-, . b,-,) 
= a’ n.(u,.b,+ a.. +a,-,*b,-,) -ua,*U*x 
=a’ . n (%I . b, + *. . +a,-, . b,-,) + a, * a; * b,, 
=a’ . n (a0 . b, + -0. +a,. b,) 
because x * U * (x, * U + x2 * U> = x * x1 * U + x * x2 * U for x, x1, x2 E 
K and therefore, indeed, 0 E a, * b, + * * * +a, . b,, for all a = 
(a,, . . . , a,,) E 2, that is (b,, . . . , bnpl, b,) E -5’ as claimed. 0 
The above results can be specialized in many ways. Interesting examples 
are oriented matroids [BaKe2] and valuated matroids (DrWe21. Oriented 
matroids can be considered as those structures (Y, sr’) c (+, -, OY X 
(+, -, 0)” which guarantee the validity of the Farkas property for all 
minors Y\ I/J, F’/Z \ J, where I, J c (1, . _ . , n} are disjoint. They gen- 
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eralize linear programming and elucidate the combinatorial nature of the 
simplex method [Bl]. 
Before linear programming was shown to be solvable in polynomial 
time, the Farkas’ lemma was an appropriate tool to prove LP E NP r‘l 
CO - NP. Thus one was interested in generalizing Farkas’ lemma to 
problems similar to integer programming. Although it seems unlikely that 
integer programming is in NP n CO - NP, any discrete version of Farkas’ 
lemma would be important in this context. The interested reader is 
referred to [C, Ba, Cr]. 
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